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General Instructions : 

1. All the questions are compulsory.   
2. Visit the website www.srvmschools.org to answer the questions. 

3. Student will fill the details on answer sheet and write the test during the above given schedule. 
4. The time of the Half yearly examination-2020 will be 9:00 a.m to 12:45 p.m . 

5. The full marks will be 80 for each subject. Each question paper contains 20% objective type 
questions (MCQ)  and 20% case based or sources based MCQ questions of 1 mark each  and 40% 
subjective type questions.  

6. The password protected question paper will be downloaded from school Website 
(https://srvmschools.org/)   by the students. A key will be provided to the students before 15 
minutes of the examination schedule on the date of examination to unlock the question paper on 
WhatsApp Group. 

7. The Students will write the test on Answer sheet provided by the school. The answers written by 
the students during the scheduled test date and time will be considered final. After the scheduled 
time, no other record of answer by the students will be taken into consideration for final 
evaluation.  

8. A link will be provided by the school for posting of online attendance by uploading the photo of 
first page of filled answer sheet by the student before 5 minutes of the examination on all 
examination days. It is compulsory for the students of IX,X,XI and XII to remain live on  video  
during the first hour of  examination on all examination days. Students muting the video will be 
treated as absent.   All the students must wear school uniform during the examination.  

9. After writing the paper, the student will record the completion attendance at 12:45p.m without fail. The 
link for attendance will be available from 9:00 a.m to 12:45 p.m only. 

10. The first 15 minutes have been allotted for reading this question paper. These 15 minutes  have to be used 
by the candidates for thorough silent reading of the question paper. During this period, the students will 
not write any answer on the answer- book and the question paper.  Write in neat and clean handwriting.  

11. For assistance, the class teachers may be contacted. 
 

                                                         SECTION-A  [1×32 = 32 Marks] 

1. The decimal expansion of an irrational number may be:      (1) 
a) Terminating 
b Recurring 
c) Either terminating or non- terminating 
d) Non-terminating and non-recurring 

2. A rational number between √2 and √3:        (1) 
a) 1.9 
b) (√2. √3)/2 
c) 1.5 
d) 1.8 
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3.Which of the following is irrational?        (1) 

 
c) √5 
d) √81 

4. 4√5 + 5√5 is equal to:           (1) 
a) 9√5 

b) 9√10 

c) 5√10 

d) 7√5 

5. √3 is a polynomial of degree:         (1) 

a) 2 

b) 0 

c) 1 

d) 1/2 

6. Degree of the polynomial 7x5 + 8x2 - 5x + 3 is:       (1) 

a) 1 

b) 3 

c) 2 

d) 5 

7. What is the degree of a zero polynomial?        (1) 

a) 0 

b) 1 

c) Any natural number 

d) Not defined 

8.If y97 + 97 is divided by y + 1, the remainder is:       (1) 

a) 0 

b) 1 

c) 95 

d) 96 

9. If x + 1 is a factor of the polynomial 2x2 + kx, then the value of k is:    (1) 

a) -3 

b) 4 

c) 2 

d) -2 
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10. The value of 992 - 982 is:          (1) 

a) 1 

b) 197 

c) 187 

d) 207 

11. The points (–4,–8) lies in:          (1) 

a) First quadrant 

b) Second quadrant 

c) Third quadrant 
d) Fourth quadrant 

12. The point (0, –5) lies:          (1) 

a) On the x-axis 

b) On the y-axis 

c) In the first quadrant 

d) None of the above 

13. Ordinate of all the points in the x-axis is:        (1) 

a) 0 

b) 1 

c) –1 

d) Any natural number 

14. Points (1, -2), (1, -3), (-4, 5), (0, 0), (3, -3) :       (1) 

a) Lie in III quadrant 

b) Lie in II quadrant 

c) Lie in IV quadrant 

d) Do not lie in the same quadrant 

15. Any point on the x-axis is of the form:        (1) 

a) (0, y) 

b) (x, 0) 

c) (x, x) 

d) (x, y) 

 

16. If a linear equation has solutions (–3, 3), (0, 0) and (3, –3), then it is of the form:  (1) 

a)y – x = 0 

b)x + y = 0 

c) –2x + y = 0 

d) –x + 2y = 0 

17. The positive solutions of the equation ax + by + c = 0 always lie in the:    (1) 

a) 1st quadrant 

b) 2nd quadrant 

c) 3rd quadrant 

d) 4th quadrant 
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18. The graph of the linear equation 5x + 3y = 10 is a line which meets the x-axis at the point: (1) 

a) (0, 3) 

b) (3, 0) 

c) (2, 0) 

d) (0, 2) 

19. The point of the form (a, –a) always lies on the line:      (1) 

a) x = a 

b) y = –a 

c) y = x 

d) x + y = 0 

20. Length of one of the equal sides of an isosceles triangle is 4 cm. If its be is 2 cm then what is its  

      area?            (1) 

      a. √15cm2 

      b. √13cm2 

      c. √12cm2 

      d. √14cm2 

   21.   If the perimeter of an equilateral triangle is 60 cm, then what is its area?   (1) 

      a. 200√2cm2 

      b. 100√2cm2 

      c. 100√3cm2 

      d. 200√3cm2 

     22. The sides of a triangle are 8 cm, 11 cm and 13 cm. What is its area?    (1) 

      a. 8√30cm2 

      b. 4√10cm2 

      c. 3√100cm2 

      d. 6√200cm2 

      23. The sides of a triangle are 15 cm, 17 cm and 8 cm. What is its area?   (1) 

      a. 20cm2 

      b. 40cm2 

      c. 60cm2 

      d. 0cm2 
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    24.The sides of a triangle are in the ratio of 3 : 4 : 5. If its perimeter is 36 cm, then what is its area?(1) 

        a. 32 cm2 

        b. 54 cm2 

        c. 67 cm2 

        d. 72cm2 

25. The ratio of the sum of observations and the total number of observations is called:   (1) 

a. Mean 

b. Median 

c. Mode 

d. Central tendency 

26. The mean of x+2, x+3, x+4 and x-2 is:         (1) 

a. (x+7)/4 

b. (2x+7)/4 

c. (3x+7)/4 

d. (4x+7)/4 

27. The median of the data: 4, 6, 8, 9, 11 is         (1) 

a. 6 

b. 8 

c. 9 

d. 11 

28. The median of the data: 155 160 145 149 150 147 152 144 148 is     (1) 

a. 149 

b. 150 

c. 147 

d. 144 

29. If P(E) = 0.37, then P(not E) will be         (1) 

      (a) 0.37                             (b) 0.63                          (c) 0.57                            (d) None of these 

 30. Probability of getting even number in a single throw of dice is      (1) 

       

  31. There are 5 prizes on 1000 tickets of a lottery of company. Probability of winning prize is  (1) 
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 32. Probability of drawing an ace from a deck of 52 cards is      (1) 

       

 

SECTION-B  [2x3 =6marks]  

33. Find degree of polynomial P(x) = 4x⁴+2x³+x⁵+2x+7       (2) 

                                 OR 

      Find the Area of a triangle with base 4cm and height 6cm? 

34. Write the difference of an irrational and a rational number?    (2) 

   OR 

      Find median of 12,11,6,7,10,17,9,15,13. 

35. Class mark of a particular class is 7.5 and class size is 10 find class interval?  (2) 

 

 

Section-C                     [3x6 =18marks] 

36. Determine the point on the graph of linear equation 2x+5y= 19 ,whose ordinate is 3/2 times its abscissa (3) 

      OR 

    The probability of guessing the correct answer to a certain question is X/2. If  probability of not guessing the 

correct answer is 2/3. Find X ? 

37. Evaluate (999)³ by using suitable identities?       (3) 

     OR 

     The unequal side of an isosceles triangle is 6 cm and its perimeter is 24 cm. Find its area? 

38. Find five rational numbers between 3 and 4.       (3) 

39. Plot the points (0, -5) ,(1,-1) and (-2,-5) in the coordinate plane.    (3) 

40. The perimeter of a triangular field is 420 m  and its sides are in the ratio 6:7:8.Find the area of triangular  

       field.            (3) 

41. The mean of 25 number is 8.If 2 is added to every number, what will be the new mean? (3) 

                                                    OR 

What is experimental probability. Explain with the help of suitable example how it is different from theoretical 

probability. 

 

SECTION- D  [ 4x6=24 marks] 
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42. The mean of 20 observations is 50. If the observation 50 is replaced by 140, what will be the resulting   

       mean?            (4) 

   OR 

     Insert five rational number between 3/7 and 5/8. How many rational number can be determined between      

      these numbers.          

43. A card is drawn at random from a pack of 52 cards. what is the probability that the card drawn is a 

i. Black card 

ii. A King 

iii. Queen of club 

iv. King of heart           (4) 

44. A field is in shape of a trapezium whose parallel sides are 25m and 10m. The non parallel sides are 14m  

       and 13m. Find the area of the field?        (4) 

   OR 

      Factories X³ +13X² +32X + 20.   

45. If the point (3 ,4) lies on the graph of equation 3y = ax+ 7 ,Find the value of a.   (4) 

46. Define             (4) 

i. Abscissa of a point   ii. Ordinate of a point 

iii. Point of intersection    iv. Cartesian plane 

47. Factories: P(x) = 2y³+y²-2y-1         (4) 

                 OR 

Express each of the following decimals in the form of p/ q form: 

(a) 0.41                           b. 2.35                     c. 8.010                      d. 2.002 

 

**** 


